
History of Java

Java is a general-purpose, object-oriented programming language developed by Sun
Microsystems of USA in 1991.It was originally called as OAK by James Gosling, which
is one of the inventors of the language.Dr.gosling began working on a language and
a virtual machine. At the time, the project was called Oak, a name inspired by an oak
tree that grew outside of Dr.Gosling office window. But unfortunately attempts to
market oak failed. Earlier it was designed for the purpose of home-appliances and
other electronic appliances. But the goal of the programmer was to make it as
simple, portable and highly reliable.

However,mid 1990s brought hope to Sun with introduction of WWW (World Wide
Web).The Web makes it possible for anyone to publish information, via Web pages,
for worldwide consumption. Early Web pages were static entities. It was not possible
to add dynamic content to a Web page. Then Oak was a perfect candidate for adding
this dynamic content. A user would load a Web page via Web browser, that specifies
an embedded Oak program and the Web browser would then download this program
from whatever it resides on the Internet. The browser would start the virtual machine
and pass the Oak program to this machine where it would run.

Then in May 1995,Sun officially introduced Java to the entire development
community .later that same year, Sun released a development kit for creating Java
programs.



What is Java?
Java is a computer language to specify textual representation by writing source
code, which obeys the rules of Java Programming language. the source code is
then saved in text files with java file extensions. It is similar to C and C++ from a
syntactical point of view.Therefore,C and C++ developers should migrate to Java
easily. But Java programming language also has its differences from C and C++
concepts that need to be taken care of when migrating to java.E.g.Java doesn‟t
support concept of pointers as compared to C and C++.

What is Java Class library?
Java‟s class library contains many useful classes that developers can take
advantage of to speed up their development time. There are many categories of
classes in this library, including networking, database ,graphical user interface,
multithreading and data structure classes.

What is Java Development Kit (JDK)?
The Java development Kit (JDK) is sun‟s toolkit for creating Java software.This
toolkit is free to developers who would like to create Java Programs. It contains
useful tools such as compiler,a virtual machine,a class library,documentation and
examples.The various tools are known as command line tools because they run
from command line interface within DOS,UNIX or some other command window.

There are many versions of JDK have been released since 1995.It includes version
from the orignal release 1.0.1 to the present 6.0.



The Java Development Kit (JDK) contains all of the tools necessary to create 
applications (or Web applets) using the Java programming language,including
the following:

Javac The  Java compiler

Javah For C header files

jdb The Java debugger

javodoc The Java documentation program

java The Java Virtual Machine

Appletviewer The Java applet viewer



Installing the JDK
After you download the archieve of the JDK,you must install it on 
your machine. The specifies of how you complete the installation 
vary from platform to platform, so the section divides the steps 
depending on your type of machine:UNIX,Windows 95/NT,or the 
Macintosh.

Installing on UNIX
After you have downloaded the file JDK-1_0-solaris2-
sparc.tar.Z,decompress the archieve using the following 
command:

zcat JDK-1_0-solaris2-sparc.tar.Z|tar xf-

This command creates a java directory in the current directory. 
The java directory will have all the tools you need to begin 
working with Java. Before you begin though, be sure to delete the 
.tar file (to clean up file space) and add the java/bin directory to 
your path.

Caution: When you uncompress the JDK archieve, do not 
unzip the file lib/classes.zip.Doing so will adversely affect the 
operation of Java.



 Distributed Computing: Java  is revolutionary for several reasons, but one of the 

most important is the way Java changes the way we use computers. Java is 
designed around the notion of networks and connectivity. In today‟s computing 
world, you run applications from the hard drive in your computer. You install 
applications ,use them, and upgrade them and discard when they become out of 
date. If  you contact someone else with your machine, you launch an application, 
such as web browser that contacts a network. But imagine instead that your 
applications exist on a network server  and are downloaded to your machine each 
time you use them.In this model,your software would always be current,and your 
machine would constantly be in touch with the network.Distributed computing is 
sharing program resources across networks.

 Security Issues and Java: Java includes security features to reinforce it use on 

the internet. One potential security problem concerns the Java applets, which are 
executable code that runs on your local machine. Java uses code verification and 
limited file system access to make sure that the code won‟t damage anything on 
your local machine.

 A Platform-Independent Solution:Java has been molded to fit many different 

projects since it was first created in the early 1990s.It has gone from a 
programming language for personal digital assistants to a programming language 
or interactive TV set-top boxes,and then to its final incarnation as a Web 
programming language.This transformation should give you some indication of 
Java‟s flexibility and portability,it is designed to be machine-independent and 
function within different operating system.



 Adding Sound to Your Web Pages:Users of the WWW have clamored for the 

capability to add sounds to web pages for a long time.Many pages have offered sound 
files that users could download and then play on their local 
machines.Unfortunately,because a variety of sound formats are available,this process 
isn‟t always a viable method of adding sound.For example,Real Audio is a company that 
has begun to add sound capabiliy to the Web using proprietary formats and sound 
players.WAV files are a popular sound format,as are AU files. 

 Adding Animation and Graphics:One of  the biggest compliants about  Web pages 

is that they just sit there until  the user  does something.Server-push animation is one 
solution to this problem,but it puts a huge strain on the server because every frame of 
the animation must be downloaded again and again to the browser.in addition,when the 
Net is running slow,server-push animation causes the animation to crawl along a snail‟s 
pace.

 Interactivity :Adding animations and sounds to a Web page are both wonderful 

examples of what Java can do,but Java really shines when it comes to interacting with 
users.Drawing an image is one thing,but allowing the user to click different sections of it 
and have the applet respond is quite another.

The capability to take input from the user and respond to it is what makes Java so 
powerful.This capability opens up a whole new world of Web possibilities,from games to 
interactive showrooms to almost anything imaginable.



Application Structure

There are mainly two types of programs created using Java i.e. 
Application and Applets. An application is a stand-alone Java program 
consisting of one or more class files. They do not run within the context 
of a Web browser. It runs on your computer under OS of the computer.
Whereas, an Applet is an application designed to be transmitted over 
the internet and executed by Java enables Java.
Java is not only used to create servlets or applets, but also to create a 
huge variety of applications. Following are a few types of applications 
you can build in Java:

 Applets are essentially applications that run inside a Java-enables 
browser. It is actually a tiny Java Program, dynamically downloaded 
across the network like an image and sound.

 GUI  applications are developed in Java have graphical interfaces and 
stand on their own.

 Command-line applications can be run from MS-DOS command prompt 
or a UNIX shell prompt.

 Packages are more likely a collection of classes which belong to one 
package. The implementation of Packages in Java is much simpler and 
more portable.



 Servlets (server-side applications).

 Embedded applications and many more……..

 In order to view Java applets,either a Java-capable browser or an 

application specifically written to run applets is required.Some programs 

currently fall into this category.

 HotJava,Sun‟s orignal “proof of concept”Java-capable browser.

 Appletviewer,the “official”way to view applets.

 Netscape Navigator,the first commercial Java-capable browser.

 Internet Explorer,The Web browser that come with windows.



Datatype:
 In Java int takes four bytes as compared to C,C++,which take two bytes of memory.

 In Java char takes two bytes as compared to C,C++,which take one bytes of memory.

 In Java new datatype boolean is added,it is not available in C,C++.

 Java doesn‟t support typedef and enum.

Operators:
 Java adds a new operator in bitwise that is right shift operator‟>>>‟.

 „%‟ may be applied in Java for dividing float values, which was not supported in C and 
C++.

 Java does not support special operator sizeof (),which is frequently used in C,C++ to find 
the memory size bytes of data elements.

Keywords:
 Java introduced some new keywords such as  

super,try,catch,fical,finally,syncronized,package,interface etc.

 Java dropped some keywords that were used in C and C++ such as 
typedef,enum,delete etc.



Loops:
 Java support a special type of for loop used with arrays.All other control statement 

s are same as in C,C++.

Operator Overloading:
 The concept of operator overloading is not supported in C.

 Java doesn‟t support operator overloading which is an important feature of C++.

Inheritance:
 The concept of inheritance is not supported in C.

 Java support inheritance but do not support multiple inheritance directly which is 
available in C++.

Multithreading:
 The concept of multithreaded programming is used in Java and not in C and C++.

Exception Handling:
 The concept of exception handling is used in Java and C++ but not in C.

 Java provides better way of exception handling as compared to C++.



The basis of Object –Oriented Programming Language

Object-oriented programming is an attempt to model computer
programs as closely as possible on objects in the real world.

Modeling in this case means trying to use real-world concepts
of objects in your programs.

Object-oriented programming is an attempt to make things
easier and more modular.

It is based around the idea of looking at a problem as if it
existed in the real world and trying to find the objects that would
make it up.

There are two main things to remember about each of these
objects.First,each of these objects has variables that keep track
of what is currently going on inside the object.Second,each
object has a mechanism to allow other objects to communicate
with it.



Compiling and Executing a Sample Program:

For those who want to get off to a quick start, this section walks through the 
compilation and execution of a Java program. Follow the given steps:Use an 
editor to create a java source code file. Notepad is one of the option. Take care 
to put quotes around filename when you save the file just as “First.java”.The
name of your file must match the name of the public class in the file.This
means the exactly match including the letter case and selling i.e. “system” is 
different from the word “System” and you cannot use one in place of the 
other.Also you can put only single public class in a file.Then open a comman-
line window by getting DOS prompt on windows.Compile the program by 
typing:

Javac First.javA

There should be no error messaGE FROM THE COMPILATION.Iaf there are you
probably type something wrong in the file or command.Correct it and try
again.A successful compilation will create file “First.class”.Execute the java class
like:

Java First

If you have entered correctly,your result will be shown on the same screen
where you run the program under windows 9X or latest version of Windows.

It is exciting that such a program can be written in less than a page of
code.Copy the “First.class”file on floppy disk or CD_ROM and walk it over
different system. Run it on the Java system you install.



What are bytecodes?

The javac compiler reads in the Java code you have
written and converts it to the byte code that can be
run on any platform using the Java Virtual Machine.
The code you write must be contained in a file
called filename.java in order to be compiled
properly. The compiler produces a file called
filename. class ,which contains the compiled
bytecode.Normally,the compiler creates the .class
file in the same directory as the .java
file;however,you can specify a different directory.



Java Virtual Machine
Java run on virtual machine (JVM-in short) that
simulates a real computer. It is nothing more than an
elaborate program that interprets each byte code
instructions, selects a set of computer specific
instructions that corresponds to each bytecode
instructions, and runs this set of instructions. Virtual
machine programs often contain code that serves as a
virtual machine operating system. This code is known
as runtime. While the virtual machine interprets the
bytecode,it communicates with the runtime to
perform variety of computer-specific tasks such as
allocating memory, accessing files, displaying
information on monitor and so on. Only virtual
machine of java makes portability possible by serving
as the only computer that a program needs to target.
This means Java programs never need to be ported to
other computers. Only virtual machine programs,
which are written in computer-specific language must
be ported.



The small individual units of java programs 

is called tokens. Java program have different 
types of tokens.

 Keywords 

 Identifiers 

 Constants 

 Operators 

 Separators   



 Keywords are the reserved words 
having predefined meaning and they 
cannot be used as identifiers or 
variables. C has only 32 keywords. 
Java has almost 50 keywords. The 
keywords can be divided into several 
categories 



Boolean

Char

Byte          short        int long 

float        double      widefp strictfp

void



 new          this                super



 (in selection statements)
if            else 
switch   case     break     default

 (in iteration statements)
for    continue   
do      while  

 (in transfer control statements)
return   throw

 (exception statements)
try       catch       finally

 (thread statements)
synchronized 



 Static       

 Abstract         final

 Private           public 



 Class            instance of          throws       
native   

 Transient     volatile 



 Extends interface

 Implements

 Package

 Import



 Const

 goto



 Constants are the values that never changes 
during program execution special type of 
constants that are constants are called literals 
for example numerical values such as 
5,9,100,12.

 Three types of numerical constants.

 Character

 String

 Boolean 



 Comments are required for internal 
documentation in java program. comments 
not only explain the logic but also  improves 
the reliability of the program whatever we 
write as a comments is ignored by the 
compiler. The are thee types of comments.

 Single line comment

 Multi line comment

 Documentation comments 



1    Single line comment:  //this is single line 
comment

2     Multiline comment: /* this is multiline 

comment*/

3      Documentation comment: /** this is used for 
the 

documentation*/



 Identifiers are basically name in programs. 
Identifers can be used to denote variables. 
Identifiers can be digit,letter or underscore ‘-’ 
and cannot start with a digit.

 Examples of valid identifiers:

 Myfile, roll_no, date_of_birth

 Examples of invalid identifiers:

 My-file ,pin.code,12file  



 Operators is a symbol that tells the compiler 
to perform specific mathematical or logical 
manipulators .

 Arithmetic operator(+,-,*,%)

 Relational operator(>,>=,<,<=,!=,==)

 Logical operator(!,&&,||)

 Bitwise operator (~,^,|,&>>,<<)

 Special operators (++,--)

 Assignment operator (=,+=,-=)



 Separators help define the structure of program. the 
separators used in hello words are 
parentheses(),brasses{}. There are six separators .

 ()     encloses arguments in method definitions and 
calling. Delimits expressions in flow control 

 {}     defines blocks of code and automatically 
initializes arrays

 []      declare array types.
 ;       terminate statements
 ,        statements in test, expression of loops 
 .        Separators packages and names from sub 

package  and class names
 :        used after loop 



 Java language is rich in data types. Every 
variable declared has a data type associated 
with it. The data type specify the type of value 
and memory space used by the variables. A 
variety of data types are available in 
programming.

 1. primitive                       

 2.non-primitive



Data types

primiti

ve

numeri

c

Non-

nume

ric

Non-

primitive
Clas

s

Array

s
interf

ace



numeric

integer

byte Short Int long

Floating 

pint

Float double



Non-

numeric

character Boolean



The looping statements is a sequence of 
instructions that is continually repeated until 
a certain condition is reached.

It consists of many types of looping statements 
such that:

 for loop

 while loop

 do-while loop 



The for statements provides a compact way to iterate 
over a range of values. It executes statements 
repeatedly until the particular condition remain 
true.

Syntax:

for(intialization; termination_condition; updation)

{

Statements(s);

}



class fordemo
{

public static void main(String args[])
{

for (int i=1;i<11;i++)
{

System.out.println(“count is :”+ i);
}

}
}



The while statements repeatedly executes a 
block of statements by a particular 
condition is true.

Syntax:

while(expression)

{

Statement(s);

}



class whiledemo

{

public static void main(String args[])

{

int count=1;

while (count<11)

{

System.out.println(“count is:”+ count);

count++;

}

}

}



The do while statement executes the 
statements within the do block at least once.

Syntax:

do

{

Statement(s);

}

While(expression);



class do whiledemo
{

public static void main(string args[])
{

int count=1;
do 

{
System.out.println(“count is :”+count);
count++;

}
while(count<=11);

}
}



These statements are used to transfer the 
control directly from the point of execution to 
pre specified statements in the program.

It consists of many  types of jumping 
statements such that:

 Break statement

 Continue statement

 Return statement



The break statement is used to terminate the 
current iteration of a switch , for , while , do-
while.  

The break statement has two forms: labeled 
and unlabeled.

 An unlabeled break statement terminates the 
innermost switch or loops, but a labeled 
break statements terminates an outer 
statement.  

Syntax:

break;



class breakdemo 

{ 

public static void main(String args[])

{

int[] arrayoflnts={32,87,3,43,12,54,76,87,4};

int searchfor=12;

int i;

Boolean foundlt=false;

For(i=0; i<arrayoflnts.length; i++)

{

if(arrayoflnts[i]==searchfor)



{

foundlt=true;

break;

}

}

if(foundlt)

{

System.out.println(“found”+searchfor+”at 
index”+i);

}

else      

{ 

system.out.println(searchfor+”not in the 
array”);

}

}

}



The continue statement skips the current 
iteration of a

for , while , do-while loop. The continue 
statement has

two forms: labeled and unlabeled. 
The unlabeled form skips to the end of the 

loop‟s body 
containing the continue statement and 

evaluates the 
expression that controls the loop , but a 

labeled form 
skips the current iteration of an outer loop 

marked with 
the given label.



class continuedemo

{

public static void main(String args[])

{

String searchme=“peter piper picked a 
peck of picked peppers ”;

int max = searchme.length();

int numPs = 0;

for(int i=0; i<max; i++)



{

if(searchme.charAt(i)!=„p‟);

continue;

numPs++;

}

System.out.println(“found”+numPs+”p‟s in                                
the string”);

}

}     



The last of the branching statements is the return 
statement. The return statement exits from the 
current method and control flow returns to where 
the method was invoked. The return statement has 
two forms: 

 One that returns a value : to return a value, simply 
put the value after the return keyword.

Example: 

return ++count;

 One that doesn‟t returns a value: when a method is 
declared void, use the form of return that doesn‟t 
return a value.

Example:

return;



EXPRESSION:

An expression is a construct made up of
variables, operators and method invocations
which are constructed according to the
syntax of the language that evaluates to a
single value.



 Int a = 10

data type variable
operator



 Statements forms a complete unit of 
execution. These are terminated by 
semicolon(;) 

 for example 

System.out.println(“welcome to java”);

Statement ends with 
semicolon



A block is a zero or more statements
between balanced braces and can be used
where a single statement is allowed .

For example:

For(i=0;i<5;i++)

{

Printf(“%d”,&a[i]);

}
Block



 The statements inside your source files are
generally executed from top to bottom, in the
order which they appear. Control flow
statements, however, break up the flow of
execution by employing decision making,
looping, branching, enabling your problem to
conditionally execute particular blocks of
code.



Control 
Statements

Branching 
Statements

Looping 
Statements

Jumping 
Statements

If 

If else

switch

for

while

Do 
while 

Break

Contin
ue 

Return 



 It is used to compare two values and return 
the control to next immediate statement. If 
the condition is true else it will ignore that 
statement.

 Syntax: if (expression)

{

Statement 1;

Statement 2;

…………………

Statement n;

}



Void is even(int n)

{
If(n%2==0)

{

System.out.println(“number is even”);

}

}



 Its better than simple if. It‟s a two way
statement. It returns the control to the next
immediate statement. If the statement is true
else it returns the control to the statement
just below else if the condition is false.

 Syntax: if(expression)

 Statement #1

 Else

 Statement#2

True

False



Void is even(int n)

{
If(n%2==0)
{

System.out.println(“no. is even”);
}
Else

{
System.out.println(“no. is odd”);

}
}



 The switch statement can replace if-else-if construct effectively and 
reduce the no. of braces. This option provides a better way to write neat 
and understandable code.

 Syntax: Switch<expression>

 {

Case val_1:

<Statement-1>;

……………;

break;

Case val_2:

<statement-2>;1zzzzzzzzzzzzzzx

……………….

Break;

…….

Default:

<default statement>;

}


